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Neil Van De Putte Tribute

T

By Alexa Daly (‘16)

his summer Drew University suffered the
tragic loss of Neil Van De Putte. Neil was a
physics major set to graduate in May of
2016. I first met Neil in Intro Physics class
where we would end up being lab partners.
My first impression of Neil was not only that
he was incredibly smart, but also very modest. Neil
and I quickly became friends as we had practically
every class together since Intro Physics. In the
spring of 2015 Neil became my lab partner working
in Dr. Larson’s Optics Lab. I always enjoyed going
into lab because I knew Neil would be there with a
smile, a funny story, and coffee.
Despite having worked in lab for two
semesters prior, I learned so much from Neil. He
taught me how to make tedious tasks enjoyable and
how to really appreciate physics; he truly loved the
subject. Neil is a testament to the kind of student
and friend we should all be. We celebrate the life he
lived and the amazing person that he was.
There are no adequate words to describe the
influence Neil had on all of our lives, and how much
he will be missed. We should aspire to make people
smile as he did and never take anything too
seriously. Below are comments from others in the
Physics Department.
“I didn’t know Neil very well but we all cared
for him and he cared for everyone. He always had a
smile on his face and his memory will live on
forever.”
– Ryan Smale ’16

“As I look back at my time at Drew, Neil will
be part of my fond memories in physics. I can

remember always seeing him in the h Bar and
Grill wearing a huge smile on his face and
...Continued on Page 5
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Famous Physicist: Paul Dirac
By Zoe Hughes (‘17)

P

aul Dirac is one of the most monumental
and eccentric scientists in history. He is
known for his outstanding contributions
in quantum mechanics and quantum
electrodynamics. He won the Nobel Prize in 1933
with Erwin Schrodinger for developing a
relativistic quantum theory for the electron.
Born on August 8, 1902 in Bristol,
England, Dirac grew up with a stern Swiss father
and quiet English mother. As a child, Dirac said he
rarely received any signs of affection. He went to
Bristol University for electrical engineering and
graduated in 1921. He remained there for another
two years to study mathematics. After, Dirac was a
research student in mathematics at St. John's
College, Cambridge and earned his Ph.D. degree in
1926.
At the age of 29, he became the Lucasian
professor of mathematics at the University of
Cambridge. Some of his closest friends were
Robert Oppenheimer, Heisenberg, and Einstein.
In 1929, he travelled around the world with
Heisenburg to places such as Japan and Siberia.
Dirac was often described as a strange
man, who lacked social skills and the ability to
understand others’ feelings. To account for his odd

behavior, Dirac often attributed it to his
relationship with his father. Einstein described
Dirac as combination of a genius and a madman.

MASS HUMOR
Schrödinger was crossing the Mexican/US
border illegally when he got caught by an
immigration agent. The agent asked a few
preliminary questions, and then, suspecting foul
play, requested to inspect the trunk of the car.
Schrödinger popped it open, and heard the agent
say,
"Did you know there is a dead cat in here?",
to which Schrödinger replied, "Well, I do now."
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RISE
Physics
Laboratory:
Open and
Ready for
Business
By Dr. John Eickmeyer

T

The new Physics Office/Lab S-316. On the right (South) is the Fluorescence
Lifetime Apparatus and on the left (North) is Optics Equipment.

he dust has finally settled on the Hall of
Sciences construction project. On the
third floor there is now a new chemistry
research laboratory and several new
faculty offices. The scientists at RISE gained an
unexpected benefit from this work in the form of a
new RISE office/ laboratory for physics.
You have probably heard of RISE, if only
because of the recent announcement that Bill
Campbell, one of the RISE fellows, was awarded
the Nobel Prize in Medicine last year. It is
probably less known that the members of RISE
include a physicist. RISE stands for “Research
Institute for Scientists Emeriti” and is made up of
scientists who are retired from industry and who
wish to continue their careers by working with
undergraduate aspiring scientists.
Dr. John Eickmeyer, the RISE physicist,
has been a fellow since 2012 and has mentored
students in the freshman RISE Science Seminar
and in independent studies on modeling quantum
tunneling and quantum key distribution. Until
this semester he had an office but shared
laboratory space with the chemistry lab. This fall
he has a new office/lab in S-316.
S-316 was originally a seminar room
furnished by CIBA-Geigy to RISE. However, as

such, it was seldom used by either the RISE
fellows or the Drew community. As part of the
recent HS renovation project new duct work was
routed from the roof to the basement. This work
involved walling off a part of the seminar room
and creating a mess in general. Drew offered to
return the seminar room to exclusive RISE use
after refurbishment.
At this point Dr. Eickmeyer, the resident
RISE physicist, with the help of Dr. Fenstermacher
and Howard Fraenkel, set up a floor plan that
allowed an alcove for an office with the main room
used for a lab. Since this room is considerably
larger than the previous office it offered the
possibility of doubling as a home for optics
equipment that has been donated to RISE from
General Dynamics and Honeywell. New power
strips on the walls and lab benches salvaged from
Drew’s surplus stock completed the design. The
work was finished at the end of spring semester
2015.
The layout of the lab is shown in the
picture. On the right side is the florescence
lifetime detector from Honeywell (in pieces). On
left side is the idQuanitque
quantum key
distribution system loaned
from General
Dynamics. Danielle Holz (‘15) successfully
...Continued on Page 5
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Hudson River Sensor Integration
By Alexa Daly (‘16)

T

his summer I was presented with a
research opportunity at Stevens Institute
of Technology as a summer intern in the
Maritime Security Center, a Department
of Homeland Security Center of Excellence. Here,
I worked as part of an interdisciplinary team
consisting of physics, computer science, and
electrical engineering majors to integrate sensors
to enhance identification and classification of
vessels on the Hudson River.
The Hudson River, bounded by Hoboken
and Manhattan, is an extremely high traffic area
for vessels of all kind. In an attempt to reduce
illegal acts on the Hudson River, vessels are often
monitored both by radar and optical cameras.
However there are downsides to both radar
readings and optical camera images. Radar is
incredibly useful in detecting objects, however it
cannot classify them. Optical cameras on the other
hand are very useful when it comes to classifying
vessels, yet useless when it comes to detection.
In order to rectify this problem and
increase the ability to classify and detect vessels

on the Hudson, this summer our team was given
the task of integrating the radar and optical camera
into a unified user interface. Although both the
radar and camera have their downsides, where one
falls short the other excels.
In our attempt to do this we needed to
overcome a couple of difficulties such as
synergizing existing systems into new technology.
We also had to accommodate M3DA (Mobile,
Modular, Maritime Domain Awareness)
requirements for the Department of Homeland
Security and Coast Guard Research and
Development. In addition to this, we had to figure
out a way to overcome the challenging
mathematical hurdles that come with projecting a
3-D radar image onto a 2-D camera plane. The
solutions we came up with include creating a single
user interface that integrates data from a wide
array of modular sensors.
When a vessel appears as a blip on the
radar we want to be able to click on it and see the
image of the boat taken from the optical camera.
Above is a mock-up of the final interface of this
project.
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Neil Tribute...Continued from Page 1

drinking a cup of coffee. Neil will never be
forgotten and always be remembered warmly in
our hearts.”
– Danielle Holz ’15

promising, young physicist. Neil was one of the
most mature, thoughtful, talented and humble
persons I had the pleasure of knowing. I will miss
him very much.”
– Dr. Minjoon Kouh
“I worked with Neil a bit on setting up
various pieces of equipment and software in
Professor Larson's new lab. Neil was friendly, very
intelligent, and biased for action but in a low key
inclusive manner. He was very effective while
adopting a completely non-aggressive approach
with others. In other words, he was great to be
around. I miss his potential and the wonderful
way he treated others.”
– Howard Fraenkel

“In the summer of 2014, Neil and I worked
together on a computational neuroscience research
project, as a part of the Drew Summer Science
Institute. Our goal was to explore a learning
algorithm for an artificial neural network and to
use it for recognizing images. Neil made rapid
progress, always striving for a deeper
understanding and constantly trying out new
ideas. He wrapped up the summer project with an
impressive oral presentation and a research poster,
which is proudly displayed in my office. With his
usual warm smile he told me later that he was
extremely nervous during the presentation, but his
calm and clear explanation at the talk did not show
any trace of nervousness. Neil received the
Harrington Prize from the Physics Department for
his summer research. In the following semester,
Neil continued to demonstrate his talent in math
and science, as he further worked on the image
recognition algorithm and took my course in
scientific computing. I was very excited to hear his
plan to join Dr. Larson's lab in the next summer
and learn confocal microscopy. It was such a
pleasure and privilege to see his growth as a

Kenneth Alexo, Jr., PhD.
Vice President, University Advancement
Drew University
36 Madison Avenue
Madison, NJ 07940

RISE Physics Laboratory...Continued from Page 3

demonstrated the key distribution concept using

Neil’s family has set up a scholarship, The
Neil Van De Putte Fund for Excellence in
Physics and Math, to honor his love for physics
and assist future talented Drew physics students.
Any donations to the scholarship should be made
out to DREW UNIVERSITY with “Neil Van De
Putte Fund” written in the memo section. They
may be sent to the address below:

the equipment for independent studies.
The
florescence apparatus is currently non-operational.
In addition to experimental work involving
the donated equipment, Dr. Eickmeyer’s research
interests include: optical communications,
computer simulation of quantum phenomena and
a potential joint project with Bell Labs on wireless
telephony. Any students that would be interested
doing research along these lines are welcome to
visit the lab and discuss opportunities with Dr.
Eickmeyer.
His office hours are:
Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday, 9-3.
Dr. Eickmeyer and Danielle Holz (’15) with the Quantum
Key Distribution System
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NOTES FROM THE OUTSIDE
By Harry Kriz (C‘64)

Dear Bob (and Editor):
After reading the Spring 2015 Dilated
Times I'm impressed by how things are so different
at Drew from the early 1960's.
First, lots of girls studying physics. I don't
think we had one. Second, lots of students doing
physics in the lab.
I studied physics at Drew and loved it, but I
don't remember actually doing physics.
My most told story from those days is
loving Sears' text on Thermodynamics and learning
that I didn't understand the chapter until I could
do the problems at the end. I could do all the
derivations with the partial differential equations,
and that was beautiful. But when the problems
asked about steam engines I was helpless because
there were no steam engines in the chapter.
At Drew I learned the physics, but spent my

time playing my guitar, singing in the Student
Union on a Sunday afternoon. My Martin Classic
00-18C is in our sun room, but I haven't played it in
decades. One of these days though ...
Also glad to read in the Times about Lego
robotics. I'm working through the Lego
Mindstorms EV3 kit with my oldest granddaughter
right now. I ended up buying a second copy of the
kit for my house so I could keep up with her.
I enjoyed reading about employment
opportunities. I think today I would look at
medicine and radiology. There is nothing so
amazing as seeing your wife's living heart valves on
an ultrasound or seeing her aorta on a CT scan.
Thank the physicists that this is possible. Tell the
students to look into that.
Best regards,
Harry Kriz

Image Recognition Algorithm Research

O

By Michael Clancy (‘18)

ver this last summer I worked with Dr.
Kouh at the Drew Summer Science
Institute on a project to develop
software to test image recognition
algorithms on image sets. The goal of the project
was to design a generalized workflow to streamline
the process of analyzing the performance for any
given algorithm. This is particularly useful for
tweaking parameters of an algorithm for the
purpose of optimization.
The testing was broken down into several
parts. The main three inputs to the program were
the image set chosen to test the algorithms on; the
feature extraction algorithm, responsible for
quantifying the image meaningfully; and the
classification algorithm, which would apply
statistical methods to group images in the same
category and form a model useful for, given a new
image, predicting which category it belonged to.

Using this workflow we studied how specific
parameters within different kinds of algorithms
affected the performance, and learned how to
optimize things like gabor filters by changing the
size of the portion of the image to which the gabor
filter was applied. Working with Dr. Kouh was a
great experience and I learned a lot about designing
code to fit the needs of a project.
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Statistical Physics Summer REU
By Elizabeth Pemberton (‘16)

B

ethlehem, Pennsylvania was my home
for ten weeks last summer, as I
participated in Lehigh University’s
Physics Research Experience for
Undergraduates (REU). Ultimately, the goal of my
project was to observe the effects of Coulomb
repulsion on the phase diagram of a depletion
model, specifically the Asakura-Oosawa (AO)
Model. The motivation was to see how a charge
can affect phase equilibria.
The Asakura-Oosawa model describes the
effective attractive interaction induced when two
large colloidal bodies are immersed in a solvent
consisting of smaller macromolecules. The
effective interaction is induced due to an
unbalanced osmotic pressure arising from the
depletion of the macromolecules in the region

between the two bodies.
We modeled amelogenin, a hydrophobic
protein with a charged hydrophilic tail, and the
polyether compound polyethylene glycol (PEG).
Amelogenin molecules are well described by a
simplified model consisting of a colloidal spherical
monomer and tethered point charge. The point
charges interact through a screened Coulomb
repulsion.
Moreover, PEG-colloid interactions are
modeled by the AO interaction, which describes
the depletion interaction between amelogenin
particles due to PEG. Since many particles in
nature are charged, e.g. amelogenin, we studied
the effects of Coulomb repulsion on the phase
diagram of the AO model. To observe this effect,
we varied the magnitude of the point charges and
compared the phase diagrams generated from
simulations.
This project was entirely computational
and performed via Monte Carlo Simulations in
Gibbs Ensemble. Throughout the summer I used
MATLAB to generate the phase diagrams from the
data, and C++ to run the simulations. By the end
of the summer, we saw an upward shift in each of
the phase diagrams, as we increased our Coulomb
charge.
Ultimately, I had a blast and enjoyed the
experience. I encourage all physics students to
apply for a REU. You won’t regret it!

P H YS I C S IN THE NEWS
February 11, 2016: Laser Interferometer GravitationalWave Observatory (LIGO) announced the detection of
gravitational waves, confirming the last prediction of
Einstein’s general theory of relativity 100 years later!
READ MORE @ https://www.ligo.caltech.edu/news/
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A Major Gift to the Physics Department
By Dr. Bob Fenstermacher

I

magine the surprise and astonishment upon
hearing last summer that the family of
former physics major, James B. Weddell,
class of 1949, had made an estate gift to
Drew University of over $300,000. And to top it
off, the gift was intended for the benefit of the
physics department. After careful consultation
with Drew’s Advancement Office, it was agreed
that the gift would be split into two endowed
funds.
Such funds can generate approximately 5%
of the principle for use each year. Approximately
two thirds of the gift would be designated as the
Weddell Family Scholarship in Physics to be
awarded, based on merit, to an outstanding
physics major in his or her junior year.
Renewable, the recipient would be chosen by the
Office of Financial Assistance upon
recommendation by the physics department and
Dean of the College. The second endowed fund
would support the Weddell Family Summer
Research Fellowship in Physics. Funding shall be
allocated at the discretion of the physics
department to support summer research for
physics or related field majors, and include
stipends for students and faculty members,
research materials expenses, and travel expenses
for conference meetings. It is expected that these
new awards can be made beginning in the summer
of 2016.
James Blount Weddell graduated as one of
two physics majors in 1949. How he found his way
to Drew is not known, but may have been related
to the programs at Drew related to the Navy during
this period. He served in the U.S. Navy from 194446, and in the U.S. Army Reserve from 1950-61. He
went directly to Northwestern University after
graduation from Drew and received a Ph.D. in
physics in 1953 in nuclear physics. His early career
centered on reactor design for the development of
nuclear–powered aircraft at Martin Marietta in
Baltimore.

That proposal was ultimately abandoned
after deciding that radiation shielding for the
nuclear propulsion system would make airplanes
too heavy to fly! James moved on to Southern
California to join North American Aviation (soon to
be Rockwell International) to begin research for the
Apollo Manned Lunar Landing project with NASA.
He contributed significantly to the understanding
of the radiation environment to which astronauts
would be exposed. He followed that with work

on the Grand Tour project and the
development of an unmanned space probe to
explore the outer planets. Later work for the
space program took his efforts to the design of
payload integration techniques for the space
shuttle system, and some classified research
for the Strategic Defense Initiative (popularly
known as “Star Wars”). With
...Continued on Page 11
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2015 Sigma Pi Sigma (∑∏∑) Induction
By Elizabeth Pemberton (‘16)

From Left to Right: Nicholas Lamb (’15), Robert Gelosa (‘16), Ryan Smale (‘16), Elizabeth Pemberton (‘16), Alexa Daly
(‘16), and Alison Staniec (’15)

C

ongratulations to last year’s Sigma Pi
Sigma Inductees: Alexa Daly (‘16), Robert
Gelosa (‘16), Nicholas Lamb (’15),
Elizabeth Pemberton (‘16), Alison Staniec
(’15), and Ryan Smale (‘16).
To qualify for induction into Sigma Pi Sigma,
the national physics honor society, Drew students
should meet the following requirements:
1. All members-elect shall have completed
at least the equivalent of three-semesters
of full-time college work.
2. All nominees shall have completed at
least two upper-level semester courses in
physics, each of at least four credits,
which must be credible toward a physics
major.

3. All nominees must have maintained a
GPA of 3.0 on a 4.0 scale, in both their
physics courses and for a cumulative
course load.
4. All nominees shall be paid members of
the Drew University Chapter of the
Society of Physics Students.
The next Sigma Pi Sigma Induction
Ceremony will occur during this year’s Annual
Society of Physics Students (SPS) Banquet. If you
think you qualify, talk now with Dr. Murawski
about joining this year’s inductees.
Look for announcements regarding the
date of the banquet and Sigma Pi Sigma later this
semester!
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Career Corner: The Grad School Decision
(Reprised and adapted from Dilated Times 2013)

A

By Dr. Bob Fenstermacher

s physics majors move through their
four years at Drew continually
pondering the question of what
physicists actually do, they observe
seniors wrestling with the decision of whether to
apply to graduate school. Physics majors are
fortunate in that they can apply for graduate
education in many different related fields. At
Drew most (50-75%) physics majors choose to go
to graduate school in physics, one of the fields of
engineering, or education (physics teaching). And
there have been several that majored in physics
and went on to careers in law and medicine. The
remaining majors choose employment among the
wide diversity of jobs available to well-educated
Drew students, armed with strong logical thinking
skills, and quantitative skills probably superior to
many others in the job market.
Statistics from the American Institute of
Physics (AIP) show that 58% of physics majors
across the country choose graduate school in fields
similar to Drew students. (See Figure 1.) Graduate
school in physics is the likely path to a
professional physics position in academia at a
large research institution, a school like Drew, or to
a research position in a corporation or
government laboratory. A doctoral degree is
usually required for these positions, which today
can typically take another 5-6 years of graduate
work. A master’s degree can take 2 years, but often
is not the necessary “ticket” for a college or major
research career. While you may be thinking that
another 5 years in physics classes is not for me,
the time taking courses is actually less. Most
doctoral programs include two more years of
classes, with advanced courses in topics already
familiar to you, e.g., E&M and quantum
mechanics, and probably a few you haven’t seen at
Drew. Following or during these classes, you begin
mentored research work which becomes much like
having a daily physics research job. This research

work will ultimately lead you to a doctoral thesis,
making you an expert in your chosen field of
work. Remember a Ph.D. is a research degree
designed to show that you can accomplish original
work. You may or may not continue that specific
work in your career going forward.
One thing you don’t have to worry about is
paying for your graduate education. Virtually all
physics bachelor’s enrolled in a Ph.D. program are
financially supported, regardless of field. Large
research universities will cover all your tuition
and fees, AND pay you a stipend for living
expenses. Your stipend at the beginning is often
awarded as a teaching assistantship where you
may be expected to teach introductory physics
labs or an introductory recitation class. This is a
great opportunity to acquire some teaching
experience, especially if you imagine teaching as
part of a potential career path. Eventually you will
move to a research assistantship where you would
begin some research funded by external grants,
e.g., from the National Science
...Continued on Page 11

Figure 1: Field of Graduate Study for Physics Bachelor’s
from Classes of 2011 and 2012.
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A Major Gift...Continued from Page 8

such a career, James was truly one of Drew’s
“Rocket Scientists.”
I had the chance to meet Dr. Weddell in the
spring of 1999 when Drew selected him for the
annual Alumni/ae Achievement Award in the
Sciences. He made the trip to his 50th Drew
Alumni Reunion from his home in Arizona, and I
was honored to introduce him that day for this
award. He was clearly very pleased to be so
recognized, writing to me later that, “I might have
imagined that President Kean was the King of
Sweden, and I was the Nobel Laureate!” We had
lunch afterward and got to talk about some of his

work, and what it was like to be a Drew physics
major long ago. He remarked at how gratifying it
was for him to see that physics was alive and well at
Drew, and that the small size of the program still
allowed students to receive the individual attention
that he found so valuable. He passed away the
following year in 2000.
We are so very grateful to Jim and Bea
Weddell for their exceptionally generous and
enduring estate gift to our department. This is a gift
that, far into the future, will enhance the support of
our students and faculty in the ever changing
physics education environment. A collective thank
you from all that is physics at Drew!

Tips for Graduate...Continued from Page 10

Foundation, NASA, or other government
agencies. There are also a few prestigious and
competitive fellowships available which may
require no official employment, although your
research work will essentially be your
employment. Typical living expense stipends
are around $25K and can vary from school to
school. Fellowships as high as $30K+ are not
impossible.
So consider your future plans
carefully. Grad school is available and
affordable, but a major commitment in time
and energy. It can be an extremely rewarding
time where, contrary to your life at Drew
where you juggle work in many different
courses, you are free to concentrate entirely
on your interest in physics or related field.
This means that you really have to like what
you’re doing and enjoy the rigorous process.
Former students often report back a step
function increase in the level of difficulty in
their courses, and I recall thinking that I
learned more physics in the first year than in
all of my four years at Drew! It’s almost
required that you band together with other
students to form study groups for homework
and projects.
What you are doing right now can
prepare you well. Take a rich spread of
courses in physics and math, and a few in
comp sci

comp sci. Include some research experience either at
Drew in the DSSI, or a summer Research Experience
for Undergraduates (REU) at another university.
The latter is a wonderful opportunity to check out a
large research university, and who knows, it sometimes leads to an acceptance offer to a grad school
application. A quote from a Canadian physician says
it best: “The best preparation for tomorrow is to do
today’s work superbly well.” Talk with physics faculty members about your many options.
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Confocal Microscopy & Coding
By Kelsey Oeler (‘17)

A

t first when I imagine a microscope, I
think of being in a biology lab filled
with students hovering over machines
viewing bacteria. Yet, when I walked
into Professor Larson’s lab for my first day of
research I realized the research I would be
working on would be completely different than I
had imagined. I had the privilege of working with
Professor Larson for eight weeks during this past
summer as part of the Drew Summer Science
Institute (DSSI). During those eight weeks we
worked on building a confocal microscope.
Confocal microscopy is an optical imaging
technique for increasing optical resolution and
contrast of a micrograph by means of adding a
spatial pinhole placed at the confocal plane of the
lens to eliminate out-of-focus light. It gives the
ability to collect optical sections from thick
specimens. Confocal microscopy can be used to
image either fixed or living cells and tissues and
image whole industrial solid materials.
Before DSSI I had no experience working
with optics, lasers, most of the electronic
equipment, or coding in Matlab. The main goal of
the summer was to automate the major
components of the microscope to collect data
electronically. We were continuing work on the
pre-existing microscope built by past DSSI
students. The major focus was put on figuring out
how to create codes with Matlab to interact with
the microscope components. For example, we
needed to use Matlab code to change the setting of
an oscilloscope, have it perform data acquisition
and processing, and return the data in a useful
format or matrix. Therefore, all of the data we
collected could be analyzed and graphed with
Matlab in efficient timing. There was much trial
and error in the coding, and I improved my
Matlab skills with every step taken.
The data we were analyzing specifically
were for the axial resolution and its full width half
max. A range of pinhole sizes were used to collect

data to compare with theoretical data. After five
weeks, we were able to collect data and show that
our microscope’s data matched theoretical values. It
was a major step in the process to have finished
automating the system. After the automation was
complete, we worked towards being able to place the
scanners that would raster scan the tissue sample.
To put in the scanners and create a better stage for a
sample, we needed to rebuild the microscope with a
vertical component. My last few weeks of DSSI were
focused on rebuilding the microscope to fit the
scanners properly.
Researching through DSSI this past summer
was one of the most rewarding experiences I could
have asked for. I learned the importance of
determination and persistence, and the excitement
of accomplishment. Working alongside Neil Van de
Putte as my lab partner for the summer will always
be one of my favorite memories, and the passion he
had for his work will always be an inspiration to me.
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Across

Down

3. _____ orbiter spots water on
Mars
4. detection announced on 2/11
8. set temperature record for
super conductivity
10. announced support for flatearth-theory
11. #vivala_______ hashtag
took twitter by storm
12. spacecraft sent stunning
photos of Pluto to Earth in July

1. Large Hadron Collider spotted
signs of ______ particles
2. shown to oscillate by winners
of 2015 Nobel Prize in Physics
5. frozen underground oceans
spans this entire moon
6. 2015 marks centennial of Einstein's general ______
7. measured correlation between
two entangled particles
9. Ideal gas law made headlines
in this NFL Controversy

1. pentaquark 2. neutrinos 3. Reconnaissance 4. gravitational waves 5. Enceladus 6.
theory of relativity 7. Bell Test 8. hydrogen sulfide 9. deflategate 10. B.O.B 11. Pluto
12. New Horizons

Physics in the News Crossword
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Send The Physics Department Your Business Card!
We’re very proud of our alums and want to share your paths with current students. Let us
know what you are up to and where you are working. Send us your business card for our
display. Please send your card to Dr. Robert Murawski, Department of Physics, Drew
University, Madison, NJ 07940.

Things to Look for this Semester:
Annual SPS Wiffle Ball Game
SPS Awards Banquet
Weekly SPS meetings on Friday

Remember:
The observatory is open to the
public on clear Friday nights!

Visit the physics department website at:

https://www.drew.edu/physics/

Drew University
Department of Physics
Madison, NJ, 07940
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